
Coventry City FC and ‘Her Game too’ Supporter’s Forum 

17th February 2022 at the Sky Blue Tavern 

 
Apologies: 
 
Laina Tebbutt 
 
Attendees: 
 
Rebecca Shortland (RS) 
Sandra Garlick (SG) 
Dave Boddy (DB) 
Laura Hartley (LH) 
Eve Ralph (ER) 
 
Attendees made personal introductions regarding their position and visions for the Her 
Game Too (HGT) partnership. 
 
RS asks how the club can help fans in general. How can we better the matchday experience, 
what do we need to change? Asks Audience members (AM) to share experiences, share 
stories or to ask any questions in a ‘safe space’ for all.  
 
An AM from BBC CWR tells us of past experiences of speaking about football as a woman 
and more than half of the replies would be questioning whether a female opinion counts 
regarding the sport. Comments are not always meant as misogynistic but this is how it 
comes across. 
 
RS surprises audience when stating that almost 50% of office staff behind the club are 
actually female and not as male- orientated as one would imagine.  
 
ER tells us how some clubs have previously offered free tickets to local, all- female teams to 
provide a safe and supportive environment for like-minded people. ER Explains that it is 
hard to get on-the-day statistics but hopes there is a rise in females attending games across 
the country, helped by such initiatives.  
An AM replies with an example of Chelsea FC having a dedicated fixture for ‘This Girl Can’. A 
block of the stadium was designated to women coming along the game alone or in groups to 
meet like-minded individuals who shared a love for football. It was a nice way to get people 
into the ground and feeling able to go to games. 
RS informs us of the Luton Town fixture on 8th March (also International Women’s Day) 
being our dedicated HGT fixture for this season with players wearing HGT tshirts while 
warming up. 
 
LH suggest a Facebook or Whatsapp group for female fans to join and get to know each 
other, have your say, find companions for games rather than being afraid to go alone, 
providing a safe space for all to speak, giving fans a voice and wanting this to be continuous 
growth rather than one-off events. 



An AM mentions issues in certain parts on the stadium with men using ladies’ toilets rather 
than queuing, especially around blocks 14-16. DB encourages people to come forward when 
seeing such behaviour so it can be actioned upon and thanks people for speaking up and 
making him aware. DB will bring this up in the safety briefing and request more stewards in 
the area.   
Another AM explains how difficult it is to call out such behaviour when confronted by 
groups of men and doesn’t feel safe to do so. DB confirms this is not something for fans to 
deal with but must inform stewards so we can be proactive.  
 
General consensus from the AM’s is that Covid and lockdowns have impacted on the 
younger generation and how they behave. Many feel that the last 12 months has been 
considerably worse than pre-Covid.  
An AM comments on the rise in female-related chants in the crowd. Songs that hadn’t been 
around for a while but seem to have come back since this behaviour change. Makes fans 
feel uncomfortable, awkward and judged.  
 
An AM expresses how worried she feels at the thought of going to games alone so takes the 
children. Many tell us of issues they have had with other fans making comments on them 
being at games or the contrast of being ignored for being female. 
 
RS asks again for thoughts on a group for all to join and be able to group up with other 
women to attend matches home or away for support. Everyone likes the idea and would be 
happy to join.  
After a mention of an official female supporters’ group RS explains how we don’t want to 
marginalize ourselves and it is not necessary to make is so official. If it is called for further 
down the line then it could be looked into.  
 
LH asks about bringing men along to future forums to educate on how it feels to be female 
in the football world, try to get them on-side, create allies. Opinions given that this is too 
soon, maybe several months down the line but the safe space for women needs to grow 
first. 
 
An AM shares her opinion on the club being progressive and is proud of the club being  
inclusive but asks whether we can have some ball girls as oppose to all ball boys. Having 
young boys seeing females within the sport this from an early age will grow up of the belief 
that this is normal. RS explained that the ball boys are provided by SBitC from local teams 
and that a system change would be needed. DB likes the idea. 
 
A discussion between AM’s explaining how they have previously queued at turnstiles for 10 
minutes to be told they can’t go through as there is no female steward to search them and 
must queue again at another. Families have been split up coming in to the stadium. DB will 
bring this up in safety briefing and explains issues can only be ironed out if we are made 
aware of them. RS and SG endorsed what DB said. 
 
An AM asks for a matchday text line to be able to report such issues if stewards aren’t 
proactive or they feel unsafe to go to stewards in front of other fans. DB believes this has 



been done previously but agrees it would be useful and an easy way to get a message to the 
control room and safety staff. 
 
A young AM explains how she was an easy target at a recent away game after being shouted 
at by a steward for doing something that several males around her were also doing. RS and 
DB apologise on behalf of the club and tell us they are happy to report any stewarding 
issues back to away clubs if they are made aware.  
 
An AM gives praise on Dhillon’s Brewery telling us it is a great space for all fans and never 
have any trouble, nice environment for all ages. 
 
Another AM mentions the male dominated media/ programmes/ events/ speakers within 
the club. Would like to see sporadic columns in the programme from LH for example, 
getting all fans used to seeing women involved in the club. Seeing more of female staff, 
answering fans’ questions, knowing what they do within the club, staff profiles etc. SG tells 
us there is something similar on the website but we could maybe do more. BBC CWR AM 
tells us about her podcast and how we could use that to promote some of the female staff, 
DB agrees. 
 
A discussion happens regarding the fact a forum for women would never have happened 10 
years ago. Everyone agrees they are very proud to have an inclusive club that is constantly 
improving and listening to it’s fans. A once-toxic relationship has been resolved and voices 
are heard.  
 
The club’s media team got lots of praise with their ability to respond to fans’ queries, 
complaints and questions on social media channels. Always remain professional and do a 
superb job.  
 
An AM asks DB about having a professional women’s team and what the relationship is with 
Coventry City girls. DB explains how they are a part of SBitC, under our umbrella and there is 
a good relationship between the teams. DB tells us that currently the men’s team has to 
have financial priority but never say never.  
 
RS extends her thanks to everyone for attending and reiterates the club wanting to change 
and improve.  
 
 
  

 


